The Selous in Africa: A Long Way from Anywhere

An in-depth look at the largest protected area in Africa, spectacularly photographed by Robert
J. RossIncludes excerpts from Sand Rivers, the celebrated book by one of Americas greatest
novelist and finest nature writers, the late Peter MatthiessenBrief but informative texts on the
history and ecology of the Selous and the problems/opportunities it facesBeautiful gatefolds
and high quality printing make this book the perfect gift for all nature loversThe Selous was
my very first Africa experience, and it remains my favorite. Robert J. Rosss extraordinary
photographs take us into a natural world unlike any other on earth. A world of elephants. Of
wild dogs. Of nature as it should be, can be, might be--if we keep these breathtaking images
firmly in mind. A triumph! --- Bryan Christy, Director, Special Investigations Unit, National
GeographicThe Selous Game Reserve in southern Tanzania is Africas oldest and largest
protected area. Proclaimed in 1896, and bigger than Switzerland, the Selous is a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. The Selous remains one of Africas largest and greatest undisturbed
ecosystems, teeming with life including one of the largest elephant populations remaining on
the African continent, large packs of wild dogs, vast herds of buffalo as well as more lions
than any other protected area on the continent as reported by National Geographic in August
2013. New York-born photographer Robert J. Ross has spent much of the past six years
photographing in this vast and difficult to access reserve. He has compiled more than 100,000
images showing all aspects of the reserves varied landscapes, seasons, flora and large and
small fauna. The spectacular large-format photography book features a selection of the very
best images including landscapes, wildlife portraits and behavior, night
photography,impressionist style work and breath-taking aerials.
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The Selous in Africa â€“ A Long Way From Anywhere is a lavish page visual exploration of
the spectacular but little known Selous Game Reserve in Tanzania. The Selous is Africa's
oldest and largest protected area. The Selous Game Reserve in Tanzania is one of the last
remaining great wilderness areas in Africa. The Selous in Africa: A Long Way from
Anywhere by Robert J. Ross features nearly photographs of this extraordinary place.
Lion fending off hyenas from its zebra kill in the Selous - photo by Robert J. RossThese
exciting photos are from a new book about the Selous. The Selous in Africa by Robert J Ross,
, available at Book Depository with free delivery The Selous in Africa: A Long Way from
Anywhere .
I first met Rob Ross about 15 years ago when he came into my editorial offices to show me a
captivating portfolio of images he had taken of.
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All are verry want a The Selous in Africa: A Long Way from Anywhere ebook We download
the pdf on the internet 9 months ago, at October 31 2018. All of book downloads in
ajautoauction.com are can to anyone who like. No permission needed to download the pdf, just
press download, and a copy of the ebook is be yours. I suggest visitor if you like a ebook you
should buy the legal copy of a book to support the producer.
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